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Kay Carl Elementary School 
5625 Corbett Street, Las Vegas, NV 89130 

kaycarl.net T: 702-799-6650 

 

Flying by! 

Time is simply flying by and we are more than halfway through 

the school year. Testing season has started and will continue 

through the end of the year. Please watch for information 

regarding testing and your student from your child’s classroom 

teacher. 
 

Fifth Grade Folklore 

Happy February! As we dive into this month of love and 

learning, 5th grade wanted to share some exciting 

highlights from our wonderful grade level. February is 

not just about Valentine's Day; it's also a time to spread kindness 

and warmth. Our students have been participating in various 

activities to show appreciation for their classmates and teachers. 

The hallways are filled with colorful displays of friendship and 

positivity! 

 

Math- Our classrooms have been buzzing with curiosity and 

creativity! It's heartwarming to witness their enthusiasm for learning 

every day. This month we are exploring adding, subtracting, 

multiplying, and dividing fractions in math. Fractions are a real world 

skill so here are some ideas to learn at home! 

Cooking Adventures: Turn your kitchen into a 

math lab! Involve your child in cooking or baking, 

and ask them to help with measuring ingredients. 

Challenge them to adjust a recipe for a larger or 

smaller serving, understanding how fractions play a crucial role in 

these adjustments. Shopping with fractions: Bring fractions to the 

grocery store! Give your child a shopping list and challenge them to 

calculate the fraction of the total cost each item represents. It's a 

practical way to apply their fraction skills while also learning about 

budgeting. Please continue to have your student work on mastering 

multiplication and division fact families!  

 

 

Upcoming Events 

February 9 

Progress Reports: check IC 

February 12 

Crystal Palace 4-8 p.m. 

February 13 

SOT Meeting @ 3:45 p.m. 

February 15 

Family Dance 6-8 p.m. 

February 19 

NO SCHOOL: Presidents’ Day 

February 23 

Progress Reports: check IC 

February 26 

U-Swirl 12-10 p.m. 

March 4 

Soda Spot- all proceeds support 

the Drama Dept. 
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Social Studies: This month in our social studies classrooms, students have been immersing 

themselves in the rich history of the 13 original colonies that laid the foundation for the 

United States. From the bustling streets of Boston to the agricultural landscapes of the 

Southern Colonies, our young historians have been uncovering the unique 

characteristics and contributions of each colony. Great American Award Challenge, 

how is your student doing on the 6 categories? The challenge ends on May 3rd! 

 

First Grade Fairytale 

In First Grade, February is a busy month for us! We will be focusing on shapes and 

fractions in math  and the great outdoors in reading. We will be celebrating 

Valentine’s Day, the 120th day (on February 16th), and Reading/Kindness week. 

Continue to read daily with your child and discuss what the book is about. 

Preschool Picture Book 

This month Mrs. Allen's preschool students who are going to kindergarten will continue coming 

in and writing their names on their own. Please keep practicing this skill at home, they need 

lots of practice! Students also need to be practicing scissor skills at home. Our themes this 

month will be focusing on learning about Teeth, Health/Nutrition, and Shadows. 

KIDS Mystery 

In the KIDS program we are starting to get ready for kindergarten! We are working on 

beginning word sounds, and some of us are starting to read 3 letter words! Our fine 

motor skills are improving so much, we are doing so many fun crafts and games! We 

love numbers and counting, but we are starting to love shapes too! We know many 

different kinds of shapes, and we are putting them together to make objects. We're 

very independent and showing it by cleaning up after ourselves, opening our own food, and even 

helping others. Learning how to be a good friend is hard, but we are doing it every day! School is so 

fun! 

Fourth Grade Fantasy 

In 4th grade for math, we are currently learning about line plots. This includes creating 

a number line with fractions and plotting the frequency on the numberline. In reading, 

we are currently working on informational text. This includes inferencing, figurative 

language, and making claims. In Social Studies, we are continuing our journey through 

the Territories of the west that will soon lead us to the statehood of Nevada.  

Fourth grade is looking forward to our upcoming field trip in March to the Smith Center! We will be 

watching “Frindle”, a book we are currently reading! We also received verification on the Grand 

Canyon field trip! This trip has limited spots. More information will be coming soon for this May trip. 
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Second Grade Short Story 

Second grade is cruising along and eagerly continuing to study 

our standards. In reading, we have been learning dialogue and 

how to properly use quotations. We are also focusing on point of 

view and perspective as well. Please encourage your child to read 

for at least 20 minutes each day and encourage them to take their 

AR (Accelerated Reader) tests on the books that they are reading. 

In language, we are learning prefixes and suffixes. Students will be 

picking an important person to research and are going to be 

starting their papers this month for writing. In math we wrapped up 

our measurement unit and have started working on our Graphing 

and Data Unit. Students will work on a graphing project where they 

will come up with their own survey questions and 

collect data from their classmates. They will use this 

data to make a bar graph, pictograph, and 

answer data questions. The project will be their 

summative grade for graphing. 

Kindergarten Literature 

How is your 

kindergarten 

student 

doing with 

these life-

skills? 

 

 

 

News You Can Use 

February Table Topics 

Here a few table topics to get 

your family talking all about the 

USA. 

 Which three states have 

the shortest names? 

(Ohio, Iowa and Utah) 

 If you could visit 

Disneyland in California 

or Disneyworld in Florida, 

which one would you 

choose?  Why? 

 How many states border 

Missouri?  Which ones 

border the state? (8-

Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, 

Arkansas, Tennessee, 

Nebraska, Kentucky and 

Oklahoma) 

 Did you know that the 

largest underground 

cave in the USA can be 

found in Kentucky?  It’s 

the Mammoth-Flint 

Cave System. 

 What is the longest 

continuous river in the 

USA (Mississippi River) 

 How many states start 

with the letter C?  (3- 

Connecticut, Colorado 

and California) 

 Which state is a 

peninsula? (Florida) 

Source: growingbookbybook.com
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Third Grade Thriller 

We need your help!  

In 3rd grade we are learning our multiplication facts 0-10. Each day 

we practice for our Friday test by playing games, singing songs, 

and taking a daily practice quiz. Each student has been given 

their own set of flashcards to use at home but many students are 

still struggling to master their facts. When you see a 3 rd grader, 

please ask them a multiplication problem. These multiplication 

facts need to be memorized by the beginning of 4th grade. We will 

also be starting our unit on Fractions. Invite your child to help cook 

while paying attention to the measurements being used – which is 

the largest, the smallest, and the order of the measurement cups. 

ECSE Edition 

In February, ECSE will begin a sign study. Why do 

we need signs and what information can they tell 

us? We will take walks around the school to look 

for signs (i.e., exit, bathroom, numbered 

classrooms, etc.). In our Dramatic Play area, the students will have 

the opportunity to build a zoo and add signs to let people know 

what animal lives there. We are also excited to celebrate 

Valentine's Day with our friends. 

Goldilocks’ Guide 

Remember the three keys to discipline 

Families and educators agree that discipline helps 

students learn and contributes to a positive learning 

environment. The main goal of discipline is to help 

children learn from poor choices and make better choices in the 

future—and the best place to learn it is at home. To help your child 

learn from discipline:  

1. Remain calm. Giving in to an urge to yell at your child 

teaches that it’s OK to lose control when upset.  

2. Be consistent. It doesn’t take long for your child to learn 

whether you really intend to enforce rules. Give in just once 

to letting your child skip chores and you’ll have a battle 

every day. Set rules and consequences you can consistently 

enforce.  

 

 

Announcements 

Acknowledgements 

Thank you for all of your 

support for our recent 

fundraisers. We are thankful 

for the wonderful community 

that we have surrounding us. 

The monies raised will be 

used for student incentives 

and events, A.R. prizes, etc. 

o U-Swirl (October)- 

$42.45 

o U-Swirl (November)- 

$36.82 

Was your child absent? 

If your Kay Carl Champion 

was absent, please submit 

the attendance note via our 

website: kaycarl.net. There is 

a bright pink button on the 

front page. You will fill out a 

Google Form and you are 

even able to upload notes 

from your child’s doctor. You 

can also prearrange an 

absence when completing 

the form. 

Read-a-thon 

Check with your student 

about this year’s Read-a-

thon! 
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3. Focus on behavior. Instead of criticizing your child, describe your child’s behavior: “It was 

your sister’s turn to use the computer and you wouldn’t quit playing your game.” Then, offer 

a reminder of the rule and of the consequence. 

Focus on fitness to boost test performance 

Studies show that children who are fit are more alert than their less active 

classmates. Fitness is also linked to improved performance in math, memory, 

attention and speed completing tasks. While physical fitness should be a year-

round concern, your child can do some things to boost test-taking fitness. 

Encourage your child to:  

 Get a good night’s sleep before the test. Staying up late studying increases anxiety, which 

interferes with clear thinking.  

 Eat for success. Aim for a breakfast high in fiber and low in added sugar. A hard-boiled egg 

and a banana is a fast and easy breakfast option.  

 Move around before the test. Physical activity increases the flow of oxygen to the brain and 

boosts performance.  

 Relax. Nervous students tend to forget what they know. Demonstrate deep breathing 

exercises to help focus the mind.  

 Wear comfortable clothes. Pants shouldn’t be so tight they distract your child or impede 

breathing. Your child should also dress in layers to avoid getting too hot or too cold.  

 Drink plenty of water to keep the brain alert.  

Don’t forget to hug your child on test day. This will increase a sense of well-being and boost 

energy.  

Source: L. Chaddock-Heyman and others, “The Role of Aerobic Fitness in Cortical Thickness and Mathematics Achievement in 

Preadolescent Children,” PLoS ONE. 

Are you teaching your child to use time wisely? 

The second half of the school year is well underway, so now is a good time to take a 

few minutes to think about whether you’re helping your child use time wisely. 

Answer yes or no to each of the questions below: 

1. Have you reviewed your child’s study habits and made adjustments as necessary?  

2. Do you use your family calendar to record dates for tests, projects and family 

commitments?  

3. Do you try to keep a balance between your child’s schoolwork and the rest of your lives? 

Elementary schoolers need plenty of time for exercise, family and sleeping.  

4. Do you help your child break down big assignments into smaller chunks?  

5. Do you make sure that your child has some time each day for pleasure reading or 

relaxation?  

How well are you doing? 
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Each yes means you are helping your child learn to use time wisely. For no answers, try those ideas 

in the quiz. 

Inside Edition 

This year's yearbook is a Signature Series Hardcover bound with 72 pages for $26, if 

purchased before March 31, 2024. NOTE: Purchases made after 3/31/24 will be subject 

to different production and delivery schedules and will cost $30. Use this link to purchase 

your student’s yearbook today: https://link.entourageyearbooks.com/my/kaycarl2024 

Science Book 

What’s Happening in Science Class!!! 

We have been really busy exploring, discovering, and challenging ourselves to 

emerge in the worlds of Earth Science and Life Science for all grade levels. 

Kindergarten students have been studying Weather and will begin designing their 

own structure models to help with protection from the sun and wind. First grade 

students have been exploring Spinning Earth and discussing the movement of the 

earth to create a day and a year. Second grade students have been discovering Changing 

Landforms and will begin exploring various types of rocks and reading/creating maps. Third grade 

students have been engaged with Environments & Survival and have 

become biomimicry engineers. Fourth grade students are studying 

Earth’s Features and exploring sedimentary rock models. They also got 

to explore excavating fossils with chocolate chip cookies... Yum, Yum!!! 

Fifth grade students are exploring Earth’s Systems by designing 

illustrations to represent the Water Cycle and the Earth’s spheres. 

WOW, we really have been busy and engaged in our learning!!!!  

Upcoming topics include: Kinder through 2nd grade- Engineering Practices, 3rd grade- Weather 

and Climate, 4th grade - Energy, and 5th grade- Ecosystem Restoration. 

As always, if you have any questions, concerns or thoughts you would like to share, please feel free 

to send me an email. 

Kindly, 

Mrs. Szep- colink@nv.ccsd.net 

**AN EXTRA NOTE FROM MRS. SZEP** 

One of my favorite Las Vegas events is the Las Vegas Science and Technology Festival. If you 

haven’t had a chance to check it out, you really need to. It is such a fun learning experience for 

all ages. This year it will be on Saturday, May 4th at the World Market Center and it's FREE!!! For 

more information, check out www.SciFest.vegas. 

http://www.scifest.vegas/
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Monthly Kindness Calendar 
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Health Digest 

 

 


